Abstract. The photoionisation spectrum of atomic phosphorus prepared by successive abstraction reactions involving H atoms and PH,, is presented from its ionisation threshold to 765 A. Prominent autoionisation structure is observed between the fine-structure limits 3P2-3P, near the ionisation threshold. In addition, a window resonance series is seen, involving inner s-shell excitation to . . . ('S)np 4P states. Some systematic behaviour of resonance profiles and quantum defects in a series of atoms is discussed.
Introduction
The atoms in group V of the periodic table (pnicogens, Pn) have a ground state valence configuration.. . ns2np3 4Si,2. Removal of an outer p electron leads to the formation of Pn+ in its ground state, 3P0 (with higher energy spin-orbit levels 3P, and 3P2) and excited terms IDz and 'So. If an ns electron is removed, the lowest energy term of the nsnp3 configuration is 'Sg.
Much of our knowledge regarding the energy levels of Pn and Pnf comes from emission spectroscopy. While extremely valuable, such studies usually cannot provide information about the presence of autoionising resonance levels above an ionisation threshold, nor about the dynamics of such processes. Some photoabsorption (Carroll et al 1966) and photoionisation (Comes and Elzer 1967 , 1968 , Dehmer et al 1974 measurements exist for atomic nitrogen. They probe the region of ns excitation to mp states converging on Pn+, 'Sg . Photoabsorption studies have also been performed for atomic arsenic (Bhatia and Jones 1971) and atomic antimony (Mazzoni and Joshi 1979 , Mazzoni 1983 , Joshi et al 1984 , Zaidi et al 1984 . With arsenic and antimony, absorption series have been reported between the fine structure states 3P0-3Pz, but the higher energy region approaching 'Sg has not been examined. In the case of atomic phosphorus, no photoabsorption or photoionisation data exist for either of these regions. Our goals in this research are to provide this missing information, to analyse the experimental results, and to explore possible systematic trends.
In the course of recent experiments at our laboratory aimed at generating free radicals and studying them by the photoionisation method, we noted that the reaction of atomic hydrogen with PH3 produced, in addition to the free radicals PH2 and PH, some atomic phosphorus. This product presumably is formed by successive hydrogen abstraction reactions. It turns out to be a convenient source of atomic phosphorus, since sublimation of elemental phosphorus forms gaseous P4 molecules (Kane and Reynolds 1956, Carette and Kerwin 1961) which would have to be superheated at rather high temperature to produce atomic phosphorus by thermal means. As we shall see, the photoionisation of atomic phosphorus displays autoionisation features in both of the regions discussed above-between 3P2-3P0, and also approaching 'S.
Rydberg series built on the ion cores ID2 and 'So of Pn' are of necessity doublets. Photoabsorption from the neutral ground state 4S32 to these excited states is spin forbidden. Hence, in atomic phosphorus photoabsorption to these levels is not expected, and in fact has not been observed.
Experimental arrangement
The photoionisation mass spectrometry apparatus has been described previously Berkowitz 1983, RusciC et al 1984) . The arrangement of the reaction chamber is essentially the same as the one described recently (Gibson et a1 1985) for the generation of NH2, with PH3 replacing N2H4 as the reactant. Since phosphorus is monoisotopic, tuning the mass filter to mass 31 enables us to monitor the photoionisation of atomic phosphorus without contamination.
Experimental results
A scan of the photoion yield curve of P+, which represents the relative photoionisation cross section of atomic phosphorus from the ionisation threshold at 1182.3 A to 765 A, is shown in figure 1 at a resolution of 0.28 A (FWHM) . Two regions of autoionisatjon structure-one between 1182.3 A and 1175.7 A, the other between -900 A and 767 Aare readily apparent. We examine them separately below. The wavelength range between 1175 A and 900 A has also been examined for possible resonance features converging to ID, (limit = 1026.02 A) and 'So (limit = 907.79 A), but this region was devoid of structure, and hence has been excised from figure 1 for compactness. the Fano function (Fano 1961 ) from which we obtain values of q, r / 2 and E, for individual members.
These values are listed in table 1, together with the approximate E, values of the higher members. These higher members were scanned at a resolution of 0.14 A (FWHM),
shown as an inset in figure 1 , and the minima were selected as the resonance energies. From the argument given in the discussion, the series limit can be evaluated as the sum of the ionisation limit to P'('P,,) (84 580.83 cm-I) and the excitation energy 5S-3P0 (45 697.02 cm-') of the Pf ion or 130 277.85 cm-'. These values have been obtained from a recent NBS compilation (Martin et a1 1985) . The values of the effective quantum number n* shown in table 1 have been evaluated with this limit and 109 735.3741 cm-I as the appropriate Rydberg constant. The series is seen to be reasonably well behaved, since the quantum defect ( n -n * ) is nearly constant, -1.47. For the highest values of n reported here, the precision of the n" values is limited by the achievable resolution. (Martin et al 1985) , and are also indicated in figure 2.
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Some features unresolved or appearing as shoulders in figure 2 ( a ) are clearly resolved in figure 2(b). Even with the higher resolution, there is still evidence for overlapping and blending. The intensity pattern is irregular, which is suggestive of perturbations. The structure terminates at the 3P2 limit; there is no obvious convergence to the 3Pl limit, but it could be masked by series converging to the higher limit. Some structure remains below the 'Po ionisation threshold, which could be due to collisional or field ionisation of high Rydberg states. The peak positions and descriptions are given in table 2. An analysis is attempted in the following section. 
Discussion of results
We shall follow the organisation of § 3, and divide the discussion into two portions.
The window resonance region, 900 A-767A
We focus our attention on two parameters obtained from an analysis of this region-the shape or profile index parameter q, and the quantum defect, S = n -n*. In the present case of atomic phosphorus, we observe almost pure window resonances, with a q value of $0.2 to +0.3. The photoionisation spectrum of atomic nitrogen in the corresponding region (Dehmer et a1 1974) displays asymmetric,profiles, with q = -1.7. An asymmetric profile with q = -1.6 has been reported (Codling et a1 1967) for the photoabsorption series
in neon, and a similarly appearing asymmetric profile (no q given) has been observed in the photoabsorption of carbon (Esteva et al 1972) . By contrast, the photoabsorption series
in argon has been observed (Madden et al 1969) to be window-like (q=-0.2). Photoionisation studies of the series
in atomic sulphur also reveal (Berkowitz et al 1987) the presence of window-like resonances. The corresponding series in atomic selenium (Gibson et al 1986) and (1985) .
tellurium (Berkowitz er a1 1981) as well as krypton (Codling and Madden 1972) and xenon (Codling and Madden 1972) , appear to be window-like. Hence, the prevailing evidence points to asymmetric profiles, with q = -1.6 for this type of series in first row elements, and more window-like behaviour, with q perhaps an order of magnitude smaller for second row and heavier elements. The quantum defect 6 = 1.47 obtained for this series is intermediate to the corresponding 8 values in atomic silicon (Esteva et al 1972) and atomic sulphur (Berkowitz et a1 1987) .
In table 3, we compare these quantum defects and inferred values of S from other experimental data involving s + m p transitions with values of S in p-like series calculated (Theodosiou et al 1986) by the Hartree-Slater ( H S ) central field approximation. Both experiment and calculation display a monotonic increase of this quantum defect with atomic number. The agreement between experimental data and the HS calculation is quite good. It is better at the start of a row of the periodic table than it is in the noble gas region. Interpolation for the purpose of predicting as yet unmeasured energy levels would appear to be quite reliable.
Autoionisation between the $ne structure limits, 1182.3 A-1 175.7A
We focus our attention on the optically allowed series converging on Pn+, 3PJc. At low values of m (the principal quantum number of the Rydberg electron) these series ' Codling and Madden (1972) Berkowitz et a/ (1981).
may be described in LS coupling by the notation . . . 3s23P2(3P)ms 4 p i / 2 , 3 / 2 , 5 / 2 and . . . 3s23p2('P)md 4P5/2,3,2,1i2.
Additional series which should be considered for completeness but are optically forbidden by spin and/or orbital angular momentum selection rules include 2Pii2,3i2 the md series. This is the notation used by Martin et a1 (1985) for characterising many of the known discrete states of atomic phosphorus. Note that the fine-structure composition of the 'P core is not designated, since then it would be overspecified.
At high values of m, these series can be expected to converge to individual fine structure components of 3P,. In this domain, a different coupling scheme proposed by Racah (1942) is more appropriate and is symbolically denoted by ( J J ) '[ K ] , , where J, is the total angular momentum of the core and 1 is the angular momentum of the Rydberg electron. In this so-called pair coupling scheme, J, is vectorially added to 1. This summed angular momentum K is given in square brackets. The spin of the for the ms series and 4D7/2,5/2,3/2,1/2; 4F9/2,7/2,5/2,3/2; 2P3/2,1/2; 2D5/2,3/2; and 2F7/2.5/2 for Rydberg electron is vectorially added to this quantity, and the resulting total angular momentum J identifying fine structure states is given as a subscript.
For high values of m, the ( J J ) ' [ K ] , designation is a better description of the eigenstates. They can be expressed as linear combinations of 4PJ, 2PJ and other LS terms that maintain the same value of J. The fractional 4P composition is a measure of the dipole transition probability from the 4S3,2 ground state to a particular (high m) eigenstate. These ' P compositions are given in table 4, based on formulae reported by Cowan and Andrew (1965) . For the present purposes, this complex array of possible series can be significantly compressed. Since we shall be discussing photoionisation phenomena, we can ignore the states below the first ionisation potential, i.e. (3P0) ms and ('Po) md. The major energy splittings between terms can be expected for states with different cores (3P1 or 'P2) and for different I values of the Rydberg electrons (s or d). States having the same J, and 1 can be expected to have much smaller splittings associated with the different . I , + 1 = K components, and with the various total angular momenta K + 7 J, probably smaller than the resolution achieved in the present experiment (0.07 A = 5 cm-I). Simply stated, when the Rydberg electron is far from the core, the coupling between the two is weak. However, the splitting of the core and the differing penetrations of s-like or d-like Rydberg electrons into the core can be expected to be distinguishable. With this consideration in mind, we have summed the fractional 4P compositions of those series which are not likely to be resolved. This procedure leads to four potentially observable series-two (s and d) converging to 'PI, and another two (also one s and one d) converging to 'P2.
Thus far, we have discussed the relevant states which are accessible from the ground state, by optical dipole selection rules. In order that they be observable as autoionisation features in a photoionisation experiment, they must satisfy autoionisation selection rules. Since the highly excited states converging to 3P1 and 'P2 are no longer described by LS coupling, it cannot be expected that LS selection rules would apply to the autoionisation process. The only rigorous selection rules are that the parity and total angular momentum of the quasi-discrete state match that of an energetically and optically accessible ionisation continuum. In table 5 we have summarised the various possibilities. It is clear that each of the four series identified by dipole absorption selection rules has at least one allowed channel for autoionisation.
From the above discussion, we recognise that different coupling schemes are appropriate for low m and high m terms of the series converging to Pnf, 3P. Nevertheless, it is intriguing to examine the available data in the discrete spectrum in order to identify potential precursors to the currently observed autoionising series. Let us first consider the possible series based on the configuration.. . ('P) ms, which in LS coupling are 4P1/2,3,2,5/2 and 2P1/2,3/2. In the NBS compilation (Martin et a1 1985) , energy levels for lower m states of each of these series have been assigned. It is not immediately apparent to which fine-structure limit each of these series should be associated. We have tested each of them by applying the Rydberg formula, using the alternative limits, and requiring that the quantum defect remain approximately constant. Four series were found to be well-behaved in this sense-two converging to P2 and the other two to 'PI. They are It is interesting to note that this correlation of ms series labelled in LS coupling with specific fine-structure limits was prefigured by EdlCn (1964) . The diagram in figure 22 of his article, based on a simple intermediate coupling formula which assumes that the splitting of 3P is small compared with the gaps between 'P, 'D and IS, leads to the same association of LS labelled series with specific fine-structure limits as we have inferred from quantum defect analysis for the . . . P'(~P) ms configuration. Furthermore, the essential constancy of the quantum defects for the four ms series appears to parallel the related case of t h e . . . p4('P) ms series in atomic fluorine, shown in figure 23 of EdlCn's article.
The situation involving the various.. . p2('P) md series and their associated fine structure limits is more complicated. The possible series with the configuration.. . ('P) md are (in L s coupling) 4P~/2,3/2,5/r, 2p~/2,3/2, 4D~/z.3/2,5/2,7/z, ' D 3 / 2 , 5 / 2 , 4F3/z,5/2,7/r,9,z and 2 F 5 / 2 , 7 / 2 . Of these series, the 4F9,2 converging to 'P2 is well-behaved, with 6d --0.47, but it is optically forbidden in our experiment by the AJ selection rule. That restriction also applies to 4F7,2, converging to 'P, with 6,-0.41. Among the remaining series, the 4PI,2 with 6d~O.10-0.1 1, and 2D5/2 with 6d ~0 . 1 , both associated with the 3P2 limit, have the most regular quantum defects. Other series with less extensive and convincing evidence (and associated with the 'PI limit) include 4D3/2 (adz 0.3), 4D1,2 (6dz 0.35), '~5 1 2 (84"0.2) and 2D3,2 (6dZo.o). Figure 24 of EdlCn's article examines the related. . . p4 ('P) md series in atomic fluorine. Here, even the lowest members of each series ( n = 3) are already labelled by pair coupling, rather than LS coupling. On the other hand, Martin er a1 (1985) report assignments o f . . . P * (~P ) md levels for atomic phosphorus in terms of LS coupling. This type of assignment hampers our ability to find well-behaved series associated with specific fine structure limits. Of the seventeen.. . ('P) md series, only four definite and four probable well-behaved series can be identified.
In summary, the most well-behaved series associated with the 3P2 limit group around two quantum defects-6d=0.10-0.11 and 6, = 1.95-1.99. For the series associated with the 3Pl limit, the most regular quantum defect is 6,= 1.96-1.98, with less extensive evidence for alternative values. We have extrapolated representative series with 6d = 0.11 and 6, = 1.98 and associated with the 3P2 limit to higher quantum numbers, corresponding to the energy region between the fine structure states. An analogous procedure was used for 6,= 1.98 associated with the 'PI limit. This procedure, of course, assumes the absence of perturbations, whereas the irregular intensity pattern suggests that there are perturbations. The calculated wavelengths of these representative series members are listed in table 2, and shown diagrammatically in figure 2. Despite the irregular intensity pattern, table 2 shows that the two series associated with the 'P2 limit (which become indistinguishable at high values of n*) provide a very good fit to the energies of the observed structures. There is some evidence for the series associated with the 'PI limit, some of whose members may also be implicated in the structure observed below the ionisation threshold. However the window for observation is more limited, and the features associated with 'P2 appear to dominate. This is clearly intended as a preliminary analysis. The multichannel quantum defect theory has been shown to be more appropriate for high Rydberg states with alternative limits, as demonstrated, for example, in the cases of the noble gases (Lu and Fano 1970) . In those cases, a two-dimensional graphical plot was feasible, because there were only two limits. In the present instance, there are three limits, and a graphical solution is more problematical.
Conclusion
The experimental photoionisation spectrum of atomic phosphorus, from the ionisation threshold to 765 A, has been obtained for the first time. Two regions of autoionisation resonance structure are observed-the first, between the fine-structure limits 'P2-'P0 near the ionisation threshold, and the other, a window resonance series corresponding to excitation of an inner s electron to m p excited levels and culminating in P+, . . .3s3p3 'S2. The p quantum defect in this latter series, when compared with related experimental data on other atoms, fits smoothly a monotonic increase of this quantum defect with atomic number, and is in good agreement with a recent HartreeSlater calculation. An attempt has been made to analyse the complex autoionisation structure between the fine-structure limits. Two series-with Sd = 0.10-0.1 1 and S, = 1.95-1.99 are identified, converging to 3P2, and some evidence exists for a third series, with S,= 1.96-1.98, converging to 3P,.
